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ABSTRACT 

Digital images are subjected to filtering processes during the operations of noise 

reduction and lossy compression. Fine details are often lost or severely altered in these 

fihering processes. Connectivity preserving morphological fihers haven been proposed in 

the past to remove noise while preserving thin but connected regions However, these 

filters preserved regional connectivity only in restricted orientations The present work 

has developed morphological filters that may be used for fast and efficient removal of 

noise while completely preserving connectivity information in gray scale images. These 

filters are shown to satisfy the requirements of well behaved abstract operations of 

algebraic opening and closing. When applied to the problem of speckle noise reduction 

from synthetic aperture radar images, the new fihers performed significantly better than 

conventional linear and non-linear filters. 

The present work has also developed an image representation approach that may be 

used for developing high quality lossy image compression techniques based on 

morphological muhiresolution pyramid decomposition of images. A pyramid 

decomposition technique represents an image as a pyramid of differential images which 

store incremental information at various resolutions The lossy compression techniques 

based on pyramid decomposition often discard the first differential image component 

which usually consists of a substantial amount of high frequency noise Complete 

omission of this image component can resuh in the loss of fine image details The present 

work has developed an approach to approximately reconstruct the first differential image 
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from its two components consisting of directional information. The simplification process 

is shown to be equivalent to connectivity preserving filtering For various standard 

images, the entropies of the differential images were shown to decrease by 35% to 40% 

for approximately 10% mean square error between the original and the reconstructed 

differential images. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Digital images are subjected to filtering processes during the operations of noise 

reduction or lossy compression These filtering processes could have undesired effects on 

the images Fine details may be lost in the fihering processes. The present thesis uses 

connectivity criteria to distinguish the fine details from undesired noise The work 

introduces computationally efficient techniques of noise reduction and lossy compression 

that can preserve regional connectivity during the image simplification processes The 

techniques are developed and analyzed using the framework of mathematical morphology 

The present chapter serves as an overview of the dissertation. It gives a brief 

introduction to the fundamental concepts of mathematical morphology. The limitations of 

the standard connectivity preserving morphological filters are discussed The concepts 

behind the new connectivity preserving morphological filters developed in the present 

work and their application for image enhancement will be discussed The basics of 

morphology based multiresolution pyramidal decomposition for image representation and 

coding are discussed Finally, the connectivity preserving multiresolution decomposition 

approach developed in this work will be described. 

1.1 Preliminaries of Mathematical Morphology ̂ '̂  

Mathematical morphology uses a set theoretic approach for image representation 

This approach was originated by Matheron in the late sixties and early seventies for his 



structural analysis of porous materials The initial work on mathematical morphology was 

restricted to binary or two tone images The binary images were represented as sets of 

white pixels The concepts of Minkowski algebra were adapted to build the necessary 

mathematical framework The basic philosophy behind morphological image analysis is to 

probe the image structure with a so called structuring element which is a small set of 

pixels. The basic operation of "erosion" defined in terms of Minkowski subtraction, 

shrinks the white portion of the binary image with the structuring element acting as an 

"inner marker/' The complementary operation of'dilation" expands the white portion of 

the binary image with the structuring element acting as an outer marker 

The cascade of an erosion followed by a dilation is defined as an "opening/' Some 

of the white portion lost in the erosion step of an opening is regained in the subsequent 

step of dilation. However, thin regions which completely vanish in the erosion operation 

can not be restored by the subsequent operation of dilation. The overall operation of 

opening preserves only those parts of the white region where the structuring element can 

fit. The remaining thin white portions are opened (turned black). The white portion of an 

opened image is always a subset of the white portion of the original image Hence, 

opening is considered to be 'antiextensive/" If the white portion of an image is a subset of 

the white portion of another image, then the same relation is obeyed by the images 

resuhing from the operation of opening. Hence, opening is considered to be 'increasing/' 

Finally, the result of multiple openings is the same as the resuh of a single opening. 

Hence, opening is considered to be "idempotent " In general an operation is considered to 



be an algebraic opening if it is antiextensive, increasing, and idempotent The operation of 

morphological opening (often mentioned simply as "opening") is a special case of the 

abstract notion of algebraic opening 

The complementary operation of morphological "closing" is the cascade of a 

dilation followed by an erosion. Closing preserves only those portions of the black region 

of a binary image which can accommodate the structuring element Remaining thin black 

cracks are closed (turned white). The white portion of an image is a subset of the white 

portion of the image resuhing from closing. Hence, closing is considered to be 

"extensive." Closing is also increasing and idempotent. Algebraic closing is an abstract 

operation that is extensive, increasing, and idempotent. 

The concepts of binary morphology are extended to gray scale images by 

representing the gray scale images as fuzzy sets. The gray level values are used as the 

membership values for the fuzzy set. The crisp set operations in the binary morphological 

relations are replaced by corresponding fuzzy set operations to develop the mathematical 

framework for the gray scale morphology. 

A practical fihering application may consist of a cascade of opening and closing 

Such a filter is called an "ahernating" fiher. In addition sometimes several steps of 

ahernating filtering are performed with increasing sizes of structuring elements. This 

process is called alternating sequential fihering (ASF). 



1 2 Morphological Fihers Versus Linear Fihers^'^ 

As described in the previous section, the opening and the closing operations 

simplify images by suppressing fine details. Thus, in a way these operations resemble the 

traditional low pass fihers from linear fihering theory Some of the advantages of non

linear morphological filters over the traditional linear filters are as follows: 

1 Morphological processing is a spatial domain processing as against frequency 

domain processing. Thus the results of morphological processing could be directly 

interpreted in the spatial domain Hence, morphological analysis is more intuitive 

to human perception of shapes and sizes than the frequency domain analysis 

2. Low pass fihering blurs the edges. Low pass fihering tends to smear thin regions 

rather than completely eliminating them. Morphological filtering on the other 

hand can completely eliminate thin regions while maintaining sharpness of edges 

of the remaining image contents. 

3. Morphological fihers are based on minimum (min) and maximum (max) 

functions as against additions and multiplications used in linear filtering 

techniques Consequently morphological techniques are significantly faster than 

linear filtering techniques. 

4. Morphological operations are closed with respect to any given set of gray level 

values. This reduces the required number of bits per register in the hardware 

implementation The same reason helps to reduce the memory requirements of 

a software implementation. 



1.3 The Concept of Connectivity Preserving Filters 

Opening and closing operations may be used for image enhancement if the fine 

image details suppressed by these operations can be justified as noise. However, this is 

not the case for images containing information in the form of thin regions The concept of 

connectivity preserving filters^^-^ is developed to distinguish thin but connected regions 

from tiny blobs Connectivity preserving opening is an abstract notion representing 

algebraic opening that can remove (turn dark) the tiny white blobs while preserving thin 

but connected white regions. Connectivity preserving closing on the other hand should 

remove tiny black spots while retaining thin but connected black regions Median opening 

and median closing"*-̂ -̂ "̂̂ ^ ^re two examples of connectivity preserving morphological 

filters These operations are defined in terms of morphological opening and closing 

operations using a set of structuring elements. These structuring elements are line 

segments oriented in different directions. The length of these segments is set to be slightly 

longer than the maximum diameter of the noise spots to be removed. Median opening 

preserves white regions where at least one of the line segments can fit. Tiny white spots 

which can not accommodate any of the line segments are removed Thin white regions 

that could be probed in at least one of the predefined directions are preserved. Median 

closing does the equivalent task of removing tiny black spots. 

A limitation of median closing and median opening operations is that they do not 

preserve the thin regions that could not be probed by the set of line segments used for the 

operations. Hence, the thin regions that are not lined up along one of the line segments 



are lost. In addition the thin regions that change directions more than once in a distance 

shorter than the linear structuring elements are also lost In general median filters do a 

good job of preserving fine region boundaries of two-dimensional (topological sense) 

regions The topological dimension of these boundaries could be halfway between one 

and two However, these filters work poorly in preserving one-dimensional (topological 

sense) regions Thus, median opening and closing do not preserve connectivity 

completely. In the present work one of the aims was to develop new connectivity 

preserving fihers that satisfy following conditions: 

1 The fihers should preserve connectivity completely 

2. The fihers should be expressible as algebraic closing and opening operations, 

thus ensuring their well behavedness. 

3. The filters should be significantly fast, preferably comparable to median closing 

and opening operations. 

4. The fihers should remove disconnected tiny regions efficiently. 

1 4 New Connectivitv Preserving Fihers^^'^^ 

The present work has developed connectivity preserving closing and opening 

operations that satisfy the four requirements mentioned in the previous section Two 

operations named bounded opening and bounded closing have been developed Bounded 

opening removes whhe spots that can be confined in the interior of the boundary of a 

structuring element, while the boundary itself lies on the black portion of the image The 



commonly used morphological operations use convex structuring elements to probe 

regions from their interior Bounded opening on the other hand attempts to probe the tiny 

white spots from their exterior. This is achieved with a step of dilation with the non-

convex boundary of a convex region Bounded opening is antiextensive and increasing, 

but it not idempotent. Mutual cluttering of tiny spots may prevent removal of some of 

them in the first application of bounded opening. However, it can be shown that finite 

applications of bounded opening (practically two to five) yield an idempotent operation 

which is an algebraic opening. A connectivity preserving operation of algebraic closing 

may also be derived in a similar way 

Speckle noise is a non-additive non-Gaussian noise and usually difficuh to remove 

without significant image degradation. The "speckled" or spot-like nature of the noise 

agrees with morphological modeling of noise. Filters similar to median opening and 

closing have been applied in the past for speckle removal from radar imagery to achieve 

partial preservation of connectivity ^ '̂̂ ^ It has been observed and justified in the present 

work that in general a close-open type alternating filter works better on speckle noise than 

an open-close type fiher. Alternating sequential filtering based on new connectivity 

preserving closing and opening operations reduces speckle noise from SAR images while 

completely preserving the thin but connected regions. 



1.5 Muhiresolution Pvramid Decomposition Techniques 

Muhiresolution pyramid decomposition is a way of representing an image at 

various levels of resolution The tip of the pyramid is a single pixel representing the image 

at Its lowest resolution. The base of the pyramid is the original image As you go from 

the tip to the base the resolutions along the X and Y axes double at each step. A half 

resolution version of an image may be obtained simply by sampling the image at alternate 

rows and columns. However, as known from the linear sampling theorem, such a down 

sampled image is degraded by high frequency noise due to aliasing. Hence, low pass 

filtering may be performed prior to down sampling to reduce the artifacts of high 

frequency noise. An image of the size of the original image may be reconstructed from the 

low resolution image using an appropriate interpolation scheme The difference between 

the original and the reconstructed image is called an error image. An image pyramid may 

be stored as a stack of the error images of reducing resolutions together with the image of 

the lowest resolution. A commonly used algorithm for obtaining a muhiresolution error 

pyramid is the Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) pyramid decomposition algorithm proposed 

by Burt and Adelson. ^^ 

The pyramid representation usually has lower entropy (number of bits per pixel 

needed to store the image using Huffman coding) than the original image. Pyramid 

representation enables quick access to images in image banks at various resolution levels. 

Another application of pyramid representation is for the progressive transmission of 

images where packages of low resolution error images may be transmitted more carefully 



Channel errors in transmission of high resolution error images may not cause significant 

degradation of image quality at the reception end. The entropy of the first error image is 

usually very high (around 70% of the total entropy). Hence, in many lossy compression 

schemes based on pyramid representation, the first error image is discarded. The 

reconstructed image in this situation is approximately a low pass filtered version of the 

original image. 

Several morphology based pyramid decomposition techniques have been proposed 

in the past. ̂  ̂ "20 These techniques use morphological fihers prior to the down sampling 

of the images. Omission of the first error image in compression scheme based on 

morphological pyramid decomposition is equivalent to morphological filtering of the 

original image. Thus, the lossy compression schemes based on morphological pyramid 

decomposition techniques inherit the advantages of morphological fihers. A simple and 

fast morphology based pyramid decomposition technique is proposed by Heijmans and 

Toet.^ Kong and Goutsias^^ have shown that the images simplified with the Heijmans and 

Toet̂ O (HT) algorithm have better visual quality and lower entropy than those simplified 

with either the LOG decomposition technique^^ or the morphological decomposition 

techniques proposed by Toet^^, by Sun and Maragos,^^ and by Haralick, Zhuang, Lin, and 

Lee. 1̂  As pointed out by Kong and Goutsias, unlike the rest of the pyramid 

decomposition schemes, the error images obtained with the HT decomposition algorithm 

do not contain negative intensities The decomposition techniques developed in the 



present work are derived from the basic pyramid decomposition obtained with the HT 

algorithm 

16 Connectivitv Presenting Muhiresolution Decomposition^-

As mentioned in the previous section the first error images are commonly omitted 

to achie\ e high compression ratios However, fine image details may be lost in this 

process. The decomposhion scheme described in the present work retains partial 

information from the first error image so as to achieve a near lossless compression with 

significantly less compression ratios than those obtained for lossless compression This is 

attained by exploiting certain properties of error images obtained in HT decomposition 

The present work has developed an estimator for the first error image obtained in 

HT decomposition. Directional filtering and sampling is used to decompose the error 

image into two components The error image can be accurately (but not exactly) 

reconstructed from these two components The two image components have lower 

entropy than the original error image Specific properties of these image components may 

be exploited to achieve higher compression. The effective image simplification of the 

error image caused in the present approach is approximately equivalent to median opening 

with two segments of length two units each along the X and Y axes, respecti\elv For a 

rectangular lattice (each pixel in the form of a rectangle) all the segments except segments 

of unit thickness in a diagonal direction (45 degrees and 135 degrees to X-axis), can be 

probed by a segment of length two units in either the X or Y direction Thus, the present 

10 



lossy compression scheme has a nominal loss of connectivity information For various 

standard images (Lenna, Baboon, Peppers, and Airplane) h has been observed that the bits 

per pixel required to code the first error image can be reduced by 35 to 40 percent to 

obtain "near lossless" compression whh the help of the proposed estimator Texture 

information and edges were restored very accurately. Starting from the low resolution 

image resuhing from the omission of the first error image, the present technique was 

observed to reduce the Mean Square Error (MSE) by approximately 90 percent for the 

above mentioned standard images. In certain situations the information loss resuhing from 

complete omission of the first error image may be acceptable. Under those circumstances 

the decomposition scheme of the present thesis may be applied to the second error image 

to reduce the compression ratios. 

The muhiresolution decomposition processes are often followed by sub-

quantization stages to achieve substantial increase in compression ratios The present 

thesis does not deal whh the quantization issues. The bits per pixel (bpp) values 

mentioned in this work are for the comparison of various decomposition schemes only 

They should not be compared whh the outcome of the algorithms that use scalar or 

vector quantization. 
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CHAPTER II 

PRELIMINARIES OF MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY 

The tools of mathematical morphology were first developed in the late sixties^ for 

structural analysis of binary images However, the subject has become popular in the 

image analysis community only in the last decade. Desphe their rich mathematical 

foundation, morphological techniques are easier to implement, more intuhive to human 

perception of shapes and sizes, and more convenient to manipulate for a variety of image 

analysis applications than the traditional transformed domain signal processing techniques 

Application oriented books^-^ on mathematical morphology have been written for readers 

with a general background in science or engineering. These treatments are easier to 

understand than the mathematically rigorous classical treatments. 45 Several review 

papers^-^-^ may also be very useful for gaining an insight into this area 

In binary morphology, the binary images under investigation are represented by 

crisp sets. The morphological operations are buih on the basic set processing operations 

such as union, intersection, set difference, set translation, etc In gray level morphology, 

gray level images are represented by fuzzy sets, where the gray levels are considered as 

membership values. With this approach, many of the algorithms developed originally for 

binary images are generalized for gray level images. 

The present chapter covers the basics of mathematical morphology used in the 

subsequent chapters The chapter first introduces the four basic morphological operations 

12 



defined for binary images: erosion, dilation, opening, and closing and the extension of 

these operations to gray level images. Next, a few important properties of these 

operations are outlined. The information on each of the above topics is available in text 

books on mathematical morphology.2-5 The popular "Alternating Sequential Filters 

(ASF)"-̂ ''7 are discussed at the end of the chapter. 

2.1 Morphological Operations for Binary Images 

A binary (black and white) image may be represented as a set of white pixels in a 

two-dimensional digitized space (Z^). A typical basic morphological operation is of the 

form "A*B," where set "A" represents the given binary image and set "B" represents a 

small set called a structuring element which operates on set "A." 

Erosion of a binary set "A" whh a structuring element "B," is defined as 

AeB=U (x: BxCA), (2 1) 

where the term "x" represents a point in the given space and "B^" represents the 

translation of set "B" which causes the new origin of "B" to coincide whh point "x." The 

symbol "U" represents the operation of set-union. In other words, the erosion of a binary 

set A by a structuring element B is the union of points such that when the origin of "B" is 

positioned at these points, the entire structuring element "B" lies inside the binary set "A." 

Thus, for a structuring element which contains its origin, the eroded set lies inside the 

original set with the structuring element acting as an "inner marker." Figure 2 1 shows 

13 



basic morphological operations. Figure 2.1(a) shows binary set "A" in "Z^ " Figure 

2.1(b) shows structuring element "B " Figure 2.1(c) shows erosion of set "A" whh 

structuring element "B " 

Dilation of a binary set "A" whh a structuring element "B" is defined as: 

AeB= U (Bx xCA). (2.2) 

In words, dilation of a binary set "A" whh a structuring element "B" is the union of 

translations of the structuring element "B" when the origin of "B" is poshioned at all 

points of the set "A." Thus for a structuring element containing hs origin, the dilated 

image contains the original image with the structuring element acting as an "outer 

marker " Figure 2.1(d) shows dilation of set "A" whh structuring element "B." 

Dilation can be expressed in terms of erosion as 

AeB=((ACe(-B))C, (23) 

where 

.B = { -X xGB} (2.4) 
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Here x and -x represent two points that are at the same distance, but opposite sides of the 

origin of the coordinate system. "A^" represents the set complement of "A" in the given 

space Thus, dilation of "A" by "B" leads to the complement of erosion of "A^" by "-B " 

Two very useful operations derived from erosion and dilation are opening and 

closing. Opening is given by 

AoB= (AeB)eB = U (Bx BxCA). (2.5) 

Physically, opening is the union of all the structuring element translates that can fit in the 

given binary image. Thus, opening removes the parts of the set where the structuring 

element can not fit. Closing is equivalent to opening of the complement of the image 

Mathematically, closing can be expressed as 

A»B=(AeB)eB (26) 

As illustrated in Figure 2.1(e), opening may be used to remove thin elements of the 

set under investigation. Similarly, as shown in Figure 2.1(f), closing may be used to fill 

the thin regions missing from the set. Since the crisp set "Â ^ under consideration is 

nothing but the set of whhe pixels of a black and whhe image, the operation of opening 

removes thin whhe regions whereas the operation of closing removes thin black regions 

15 



A useful operation in several morphology algorithms is the operation of set 

difference given by 

P / Q = { X : X G P , X € Q } , (2.7) 

where "xeP" means "x" is a member of set "P" and "x^Q" means "x" is not a member of 

set "Q." Thus, the set difference of two sets P and Q is the set of points that are included 

in P but not included in Q. 

Some books2-3 define the erosion as AeB=U (x: -BxCA), and the opening and 

the closing as AoB= (AeB)©(-B) and A»B=(AeB)e(-B), respectively Any one 

notation may be followed consistently. 

2.2 Morphological Operations for Gray Level Images: 

For the purpose of morphological operations, the gray level images are treated as 

flizzy sets. The image intensity values are used as membership values. 

Let Hx (^) represents the membership function value of point x for the fuzzy set X 

Then, the basic concepts of union, intersection, and subset can be generalized to fuzzy sets 

in terms of membership functions as follows: 

Union: R=P^Q -I ^R (x) = max ( UP (X) , HQ (X) ), (2 8) 

16 



where the symbol "̂ x " represents the phrase "implies " The expression "max( m, n)" 

represents the maximum of the two values "m" and "n " 

Intersection: R=PnQ < ^R (x) = min ( UP (X) , HQ (X) ), (2 9) 

The expression "min( m, n)" represents the minimum of the two values 'm" and "n.' 

Sub-set: PeQ < UP (X) < |IQ (X) (2.10) 

The basic morphological operations of erosion and dilation may be generalized for fuzzy 

sets as follows: 

Erosion: C=AeB < ^c (x) = min((nA (y) : ye(Bx)) (2.11) 

Dilation: C=A©B < nc (x) = max((|iA (y) ye(Bx)), (2 12) 

Here, "A" is a fuzzy set whh membership values "|iA(x)." The structuring element "B" is 

still a binary or crisp set. It is possible to use a fuzzy set for "B." However, most of the 

gray level morphological algorithms use crisp structuring elements, and so, in the present 

work we will stick to the crisp (also called "flat") structuring elements. The operations 

involving fuzzy structuring elements may give undesirable effects when the scale of 
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membership function is changed. Whh the help of definitions 2.8 through 2 12, most of 

the operations defined for binary morphology can be extended to gray scale or fiizzy 

morphology For example, the operations of opening and closing for gray scale 

morphology are defined by equations 2.5 and 2.6, respectively, using the definitions 2 11 

and 2.12 for the erosion and dilation operations. The morphological fihering operations 

mentioned in the rest of the thesis will be applicable to ehher binary or gray tone images, 

unless mentioned otherwise. 

The operations of erosion, dilation, opening, and closing defined for the fuzzy sets 

commute with the operation of thresholding. Let Xj represent a crisp set derived from 

the fuzzy set X, such that X'p={x |ix(x) > T }. Whh this notation it can be shown that 

( A * B ) T = A T * B , (2 13) 

where "*" represents any of the four basic operations: erosion, dilation, opening, and 

closing. Here, the operation A*B is defined for the fijzzy set A, whereas the operation 

Aj* B is defined for the binary set A^ Thus, the above property establishes a relationship 

between the binary and the gray scale morphological operations. A gray scale opening 

may be used to reduce high intensity values of thin regions which can not accommodate 

the structuring element, such that these regions merge with their background. On the 

same lines, gray scale closing may be used to increase low intensity values of thin regions 

to level them with their background. Figure 2.2 illustrates morphological operations on a 
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2-D fuzzy set For simphcity, the points in the 2-D space under consideration are assumed 

to take membership values of zero, one, or two Figure 2.3 illustrates morphological 

operations on a 1-D fuzzy set 

2.3 Important Properties of Morphological Operations 

In this section we mention some of the most important properties of the binary or 

gray level morphological operations. All morphological operations mentioned so far are 

increasing and are invariant whh respect to translations of the data sets on which they 

operate Thus we have: 

PdQ < (P-B) c ( Q ^ B ) ("-" is increasing) and (2 14) 

( A X ) ^ B = ( A ^ B ) X . ("^" is invariant whh respect to translations of "A") (2.15) 

Here ' - ' represents ehher dilation, erosion, opening, or closing. We first mention 

properties of dilation and erosion. Next, we discuss the properties of opening and closing 

2.3 1 Properties of Dilation and Erosion 

Some of the most important properties of dilation and erosion are as follows: 

(I) Extensivity of dilation and antiextensivity of erosion: 

If o € B, (AeB) c Ae (AeB), (2 16) 
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where 'o ' is the origin of the coordinate system 

(II) Associativity of dilation: A©(BeC)=(AeB)eC (2 17) 

(III) Ae(BeC)= (AeB)eC (2 18) 

(I\') Behavior under a translation of the structuring element 

Ae(Bx)={AeB)x and (2 19) 

Ae(Bx)=(AeB).x. (220) 

(V) Equalhies involving set unions and intersections: 

.•\e(B ^C)=(AeB)<j(AeC). (221) 

(P w Q)eB=(P©B) LJ (Q©B) (2 22) 

Ae(B <J C)=(AeB) r^ (AeC). (2 23) 
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(P o Q)eB=(PeB) n (QeB). (2 24) 

(VI) Ordering involving set unions and intersections: 

A©(BoC)cz(AeB)r^(A©C) and (2 25) 

(P r^ Q)©B c (P©B) r^ (QeB). (2.26) 

2 3 2 Properties of Opening and Closing 

Some of the important properties of opening and closing are as follows: 

(I) Extensivity of closing and antiextensivity of opening: 

A o B e A e A ^ B . (2.27) 

(II)DoB=D < (AoD)oB = (AoD) and (A-D)*B=A«D. (2.28) 

(III) Idempotence of opening and closing: 

(A-B)»B=A-B and (AoB)oB=AoB. (2.29) 

This property is a special case of property (II), since BoB=B. 
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(IV) Behavior under a translation of the structuring element: 

Ao(Bx)=AoB and A*iB^)=A*B (2 30) 

Thus opening and closing are independent of the origin of the structuring element. 

2.4 Alternating Sequential Filtering (ASF) 

Although simple opening and closing operations act as fihers which remove small 

noisy regions, practical filters usually consist of a sequence of several opening and closing 

operations. These fihers are called "ahernating sequential fihers (ASF)."" -̂̂  The general 

form of a k̂ ^ order ASF of set "A" with structuring element "B" may be given by 

ASF( AAB vB)k=AAB vB AB2 VB2 AB^VB^, (231) 

where the operations on the right hand side of the above equation are performed from left 

to right The structuring element "B"^" is obtained by dilating the structuring element 

"3m-1" vvith "B." The operations "A" and "V' are called algebraic closing" and 

"algebraic opening" operations An operation is an algebraic opening if h is increasing 

(equation 2.14) and satisfies the condhions: 
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AvBeA (antiextensivity) and (2.32) 

(AvB)vB=AvB (idempotence). (2 33) 

Similarly, an operation is an algebraic closing (A) if it is increasing and satisfies the 

conditions: 

ACZAAB (extensivity) and (2.34) 

(AAB)AB=A (idempotence). (2 35) 

Morphological closing (•) and opening (o) operations are examples of algebraic closing 

(A) and algebraic opening (v), respectively. Figure 2.4(a) shows a noisy set S. Figure 

2.4(b) shows the resuh of the combined operation of morphological closing followed by 

morphological opening (morphological close-open operation) whh structuring element B^ 

Figure 2.4(c) shows the result of a morphological close-open operation whh structuring 

element B Figure 2.4(d) shows the resuh of a second order ASF of "S" with "B " The 

ASF here is based on the morphological closing and opening operation. Notice the 

superior filtering in 2 4(d) compared to the filtering in either 2.4(b) or 2.4(c). 
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Figure 2 1 Basic Morphological Operations on a Binary Set in a 2-D Discrete Space 
(a) Set "A" (defined by the shaded region) (b) Structuring element B 
(c) Erosion AeB (d) Dilation AeB (e) Opening AoB (f) Closing A-B 
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Figure 2 2 Basic Morphological Operations on a Fuzz>' Set in a 2-D Discrete Space 
(a) Fuzzy set A (b) Structuring element B (c) Membership value scheme 
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Figure 2 3; Basic Morphological Operations on a Fuzzy Set in a 1-D Discrete Space 
(a) Fuzzy set A, (Plot of membership function versus spatial co-ordinates ) 
(b) Structuring element B. (c) Erosion: AeB. (d) Dilation: AeB 
(e) Opening: AoB. (f) Closing: A«B 
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Membership value scheme: 

Figure 2.4 .Alternating Sequential Pikers (a) Noisy data set S and structuring element B 
(b) S*B2OB2 (C) S - B O B (d) A S F ( S - B O B ) 2 = A . B O B « B - O B 2 
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CHAPTER III 

CONNECTIVITY PRESERVING FILTERS FOR NOISE REDUCTION 

An ideal connectivity preserving filter should remove small spots (treated as noise) 

while retaining thin but connected regions. Connectivity preserving filters may be used as 

high performance filters that can retain very fine image information while reducing noise 

significantly The present chapter first illustrates the need for connectivity preserving 

filters, and describes the commonly used connectivity preserving morphological filters of 

median closing and median opening. Limhations of median closing and median opening 

operations are outlined The chapter consists of a thorough discussion of the operations 

of bounded closing and bounded opening developed in the present work. These new 

operations are used to reduce speckle noise while preserving fine details in SAR images. 

Although morphological filters are commonly used for two-dimensional signals such as 

images, they may also be applied to one-dimensional signals as well The chapter contains 

discussions on extension of the new operations to one-dimensional signals 

3.1 The Need of Connectivitv Preserving Filters ̂ ^ 

Figure 3 1 illustrates the need for connectivity-preserving fihers The closing 

operation on the data set in this figure, performed to remove the noisy holes in the two-

dimensional data set, tends to connect the disjoint regions in this image In the figure, 

neither the small noisy holes in the two regions nor the thin separation between the regions 
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can accommodate the structuring element Hence the holes and the separation are both 

filled in the closing operation One difference between the noisy holes and the thin 

separation between the regions is that the holes are confined in a small neighborhood 

whereas the separation between the regions is long. Algebraic opening and closing 

operations have been developed in the past to remove noisy regions confined in a small 

neighborhood, while preserving thin but long (connected) regions These operations are 

called connectivity preserving closing and opening operations, or in general, connectivity-

preserving fihersz*-^ A connectivity preserving opening preserves the connected regions 

of the data set under consideration whereas a connectivity preserving closing operation 

preserves connectivity of the complement of the set Popular examples of connectivity 

preserving filters are "median closing" and "median opening" fihers 

3 2 Median Opening and Median Closing 

Median closing of a binary or a gray tone image "A" whh a set of structuring 

elements D={Di l=l,m} is defined as: 

A+D=r^(A«Di): l=l,m. (3 1) 

Median opening of A with D is given as 

.A<-D=UAoDi): l=l,m (3 2) 
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The structuring elements "Df (1=1,m) are linear elements Figure 3 2 shows an example 

of "Df for m=4. Median closing satisfies the conditions of extensivity and idempotence in 

equations (2.34) and (2.35), respectively. Similarly, median opening satisfies the 

condhions of antiextensivity and idempotence in equations (2.32) and (2.33), respectively 

Hence, median closing and median opening operations are algebraic closing and algebraic 

opening respectively. In "median opening," small regions where none of the structuring 

elements "Dj" can fit, are removed. In "median closing," small holes which cannot 

accommodate any of the structuring elements are filled. However, the thin regions which 

can accommodate at least one of the structuring elements are preserved. Median closing 

and median opening are popularly used for removing internal texture to obtain smooth 

regions. A limitation of these filters is that they preserve only those regions which can be 

probed by structuring elements in a limited number (m) of directions. In addhion, these 

filters do not preserve the regions which change directions more than once within 

distances smaller than the length of the linear structuring elements. Figure 3.3(a) shows 

an example of a shell type region in two dimensions. The median opening operation on 

this region using the linear structuring elements shown in Figure 3.3(b) destroys a large 

portion of the shell structure. Hence, more robust fihers which can preserve the 

connectivity completely are needed. Operations of bounded closing and bounded opening 

developed in the present work can preserve connectivity completely. 
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3 3BERDandBDRE^3-15 

Two new operators are introduced in this section They are called "Boundary 

Erosion Region Dilation" (BERD) and "Boundary Dilation Region Erosion" (BDRE) 

respectively. These operations will be used to build the operations of "bounded closing" 

and "bounded opening" described in the next section. "Bounded closing" and "bounded 

opening" are used to remove dark and bright regions respectively which are bounded 

inside the boundary of a convex structuring element The present discussion is restricted 

to binary morphology for simplicity, but the operators are applicable to gray scale images 

as well. In the following discussion the images and the structuring elements are 

represented whh binary sets. We will first define the operators BERD and BDRE. 

Definition 1: Let "A" be an image and let "D" be a convex structuring element with the 

boundary "B." Then the boundary erosion region dilation (BERD) of "A" whh "(D, B)" 

is defined as 

AB(D,B) = (AeB)eD, (3 3) 

where " e " and " e " are the usual erosion and dilation operators, respectively, and "B" is 

the BERD operator 

Definition 2: Let A be an image and let "D" be a convex structuring element whh the 

boundary "B " Then the boundary dilation region erosion (BDRE) of "A" whh "(D, B)" 

is defined as 
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Affl(D,B) = (AeB)eD, (3 4) 

where " e " and " e " are the usual erosion and dilation operators, respectively, and "ffl" is 

the BDRE operator. 

The following theorems provides an ahernate representation of BERD 

Theorem 1 BERD of image "A" whh convex structuring element "D" and its boundary 

"B" can be expressed as 

AB(D,B) = U (Dx BxCA), (3 5) 

where "Bx" is the translate of "B" centered at "x " 

Proof: 

Erosion of "A" whh "B" can be expressed as"̂  

A e B = U ( x BxCA) (3 6) 

The dilation of "C" whh "D" can be given by'̂  

CeD=U(Dx xCC) (3 7) 
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Let "C=AeB " Then from equation 3.6 the condhion "x C C" is equivalent to "Bx C A " 

Hence, 

(AeB)eD=U (Dx BxCA) (3 8) 

But from definition 1,' (AeB)eD = A B ( D , B ) " This proves theorem 1 

Some properties of BERD are discussed now 

Property 1: Let "A" be a binary image and "D" be a convex structuring element with 

boundary "B " If 'A" has a dark region and there exists a translate "B^" of "B" such that 

the dark region falls in the interior of "Bx" when "Bx" hes entirely in the white portion of 

"A," then the operation "AB(D,B)" turns the black region whhe 

Proof: 

This property follows directly from theorem 1 above If'Bx" lies entirely in the white 

region of "A," then theorem 1 implies that the image "AB(D,B)^' is whhe in the region 

corresponding to the translate "Dx-" Hence, if there is a dark region in "A'' in the interior 

of "Bx," it is replaced by a whhe region in the BERD operation. This proves property 1 

Property 2: Let "A" be a binary image and 'D" be a convex structuring element whh 

boundary "B " If there is no translate ' Bx" of "B" such that a dark region of "A" lies in 

the interior of "Bx" while 'Bx" lies in the white portion of "A," then 
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A B ( D , B ) - AoD, where "o" represents the usual operation of morphological closing 

Proof: 

The conditions above imply that if "Bx" lies in the whhe region of "A" so does its interior 

Hence theorem 1 may be rewritten as 

AB(D,B)=U(Dx DxCA) (3 9) 

The right-hand side of the above equation is the same as "AoD " This proves property 2. 

Equivalent properties can be derived for the BDRE operator These properties are 

as follows: 

Property 3: Let "A" be a binary image and "D" be a convex structuring element with 

boundary "B " If "A" has a whhe region and there exists a translate "Bx" of "B" such that 

the white region falls in the interior of "Bx" while "Bx" lies entirely in the black portion of 

"A," then the operation "Affl(D,B)" turns the whhe region black. 

Property 4: Let "A" be a binary image and "D" be a convex structuring element with 

boundary "B." If there is no translate "Bx" of "B" such that a dark region of "A" lies in 

the interior of "Bx" while "Bx" lies in the white portion of "A," then "Affl(D,B) = A^D," 

where "•" represents the usual operation of morphological closing. 

3.4 Bounded Opening and Bounded Closing^3-l5 

Now, we will define two new operators, bounded closing and bounded opening 

Definition 3: Let 'A" be a binary image and let "D" be a convex structuring element whh 

boundary "B " The bounded closing is defined as 
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AO(D,B)= U(A, AB(D,B)) (3 10) 

Definition 4: Let "A" be a binary image and let "D" be a convex structuring element whh 

boundary "B " The bounded opening is defined as 

A©(D,B) = r^(A, Affl(D,B)) (3 11) 

Two properties of the bounded closing operator are: 

Property 5: Let "A" be a binary image and "D" be a convex structuring element with 

boundary "B." If "A" has a black region and there exists a translate "Bx" of "B" such that 

the black region falls in the interior of "Bx" while "Bx" hes entirely in the white portion of 

"A," then the operation "AO(D,B)" turns the black region whhe 

Proof: 

Property 1 implies that the BERD turns the above black region white Hence from 

definhion 3 this region is also white in AO(D,B) and property 5 is proven 

Property 6: Let "A" be a binary image and "D" be a convex structuring element whh 

boundary 'B." If there is no translate "Bx" of "B" such that a dark region of "A" lies in 

the interior of "Bx" while "Bx" lies in the white portion of "A," then "AO(D,B) = A.' 
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Proof: 

From property 2 in the previous section, for the above conditions, "AB(D,B) = AoD " 

Hence, from definition 4 

A©(D,B) = r^(A, AoD). (3 12) 

But o (A, AoD) = A. Thus for the given situation AO(D,B) = A and property 6 is 

proven. 

Now the equivalent properties of bounded opening are mentioned: 

Property 7: Let "A" be a binary image and "D" be a convex structuring element with 

boundary "B." If A has a whhe region and there exists a translate "Bx" of "B" such that 

the whhe region falls in the interior of "Bx" while "Bx" lies entirely in the black portion of 

"A," then the operation "A®(D,B)" turns the whhe region black. 

Property 8: Let "A" be a binary image and "D" be a convex structuring element with 

boundary "B." If there is no translate "Bx" of "B" such that a whhe region of "A" lies in 

the interior of "Bx" while "Bx" lies in the black portion of "A," then A®(D,B) = A 

Figure 3.4 illustrates BERD of an image A (Figure 3.4(a)) with a structuring 

element D and its boundary B (Figure 3.4(b)) The binary image A in Figure 3 4(a) 

contains a dark spot and a thin dark long element in a white background. In the erosion 

operation of A with B (Figure 3 4(c)), some portion of the dark spot turns whhe. Thus 

the eroded image is not a subset of the original image. This is due to the fact that "B" is 
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not a convex set In the overall operation of BERD (Figure 3 4(d)) the dark spot is 

removed but the thin long element is approximately preserved. Changes in this element 

are the same as those resuhing from the opening operation of "A" with structuring 

element "D " This opening operation is illustrated in Figure 3 4(f) Figure 3 4(e) 

illustrates bounded closing of an image "A" whh (D,B). The thin but long element is 

preserved whhout any distortion while the small dark noise spot is removed 

The usual closing operation removes the dark portion where the structuring 

element can not fit while bounded closing removes the dark regions which can fit inside 

the interior of the structuring element The role of bounded opening in removing whhe 

spots is equivalent to the role of bounded closing in removing dark spots 

The discussion above was restricted to binary morphology. The concepts can be 

generalized to gray scale morphology. Since all the operators developed here are 

expressed in terms of the basic erosion, dilation, union, and intersection operators, the 

gray level implementation is obtained by using the gray level algorithms of these basic 

operators7 

3.5 New Algebraic Opening and Closing Operations^3-15 

Bounded closing does not satisfy the condition of idempotence in equation 2.35 

Hence, the operation of bounded closing is not an algebraic closing. Figure 3 5 illustrates 

this problem. The set in Figure 3 5(a) contains five dark noisy spots and a dark connected 

region As shown in Figure 3 5(c), the boundary B of the solid structuring element D can 
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lie around only three of these spots whhout lying on any dark region Hence, as shown in 

Figure 3.5(d), bounded closing removes only these three spots from the set. However, as 

shown in 3 5(e) once the above three spots are already removed from the set, B can lie 

around the other two spots whhout hitting any dark region. Hence, as shown in Figure 

3.5(f), in another application of bounded closing, these two spots are also removed Note 

that bounded closing of the set in Figure 3 5(f) will not change the set any more. The 

above example illustrates that ahhough bounded closing is not idempotent, a practically 

idempotent operation may be obtained by repeated applications of bounded closing. The 

same argument holds for bounded opening. Thus, algebraic closing and opening 

operations can be constructed from bounded closing and opening operations respectively 

as follows: 

A(0)(D,B) = (AO (D,B))m = A0(D,B)O(D,B) m times (3 13) 

A(®)(D,B) = (A®(D,B))i" = A®(D,B)®(D,B) m times (3 14) 

In equations 3.13 and 3 14 "m" is the smallest integer satisfying the condhion 

(A®(D,B))m=(A®(D,B))m+l (3 15) 

Typically "m" may take a value between two to five 
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3.6 ASF Based on New Algebraic Opening and Closing Operations 

In Figure 3.6(a), the set of structuring elements (D2,B2) cannot remove the noise 

spots by bounded closing because there are no locations such that the boundary B2 can he 

around each of these spots whhout hitting another spot. On the other hand the set 

(Di,Bi) can remove the same spots whh bounded opening Figure 3 6(b) illustrates a 

position for the structuring element such that a noise spot can lie in the interior of the 

structuring element B\ while Bj does not fall on any point of the set. Statistically, noise 

spots of a certain size may be best removed whh structuring elements of size slightly 

larger than the size of the noise spot.^^ Hence, a practical connectivity preserving fiher 

consists of the ASF of equation 2.31 whh algebraic closing and opening operations of 

equations (3.13) and (3.14), respectively. Thus a connectivity preserving ASF may be 

defined as 

ASF(A(0)(D,B)(®)(D,B))m 

=A(0)(D,B)(®)(D,B)(0)(D2,B2)(®)(D2,B2)m times, (3 16) 

where B^ is the boundary of the structuring element D*̂  

The next section describes fast algorithms to implement erosion and dilation 

operations. These algorithms can be used for faster implementation of the ahernating 

sequential filters introduced in the present section 



3.7 Fast Implementation of Dilation and Erosion ̂ ^ 

Equations (2.17) and (2.18) imply that a dilation or an erosion with a bigger 

structuring element can be replaced by multiple dilations or erosions with smaller 

structuring elements. This property is useful to reduce computational times required for 

the dilation and erosion operations. In Figure 3 7, a dilation or an erosion with structuring 

element "R," is equivalent to a dilation or an erosion whh "P" followed by a dilation or an 

erosion whh "Q." In other words: 

AeR=(AeP)eQ and AeR=(AeP)eQ, (3 17) 

since "R=PeQ." Here "A" represents the original image. A dilation or an erosion whh 

"R" requires 25 max operations per point, whereas dilation with "P" followed by dilation 

with "Q" requires only 10 max operations. A dilation with a rectangular structuring 

element whh sides of length "m" and "n," parallel to the axes of the coordinate system 

requires "mn" max operations per point. Successive dilations with two straight lines of 

lengths m and n, respectively, along the X and Y axes can do the same job with only 

"m+n" max operations per point. 

Figure 3.8 illustrates another example of representing a dilation or an erosion whh 

a 2-D structuring element in terms of dilations or erosions with 1-D structuring elements 

A dilation or an erosion with "R" may be represented in terms of elements "Pj," "Qi," 

'P2," "Q2" as follows: 
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R=(PieQi)Lj(P2eQ2)-: AeR=((AePi)eQi)L^((AeP2)eQ2), (3 18) 

and 

AeR=((AePi)eQi)n(AeP2)eQ2, (3.19) 

where "A" represents original image. A dilation whh "R" in Figure 3 8 needs 41 max 

operations per point The structuring elements "Pj," "Qj," "P2," Q2' can do the same 

job in 18 max operations per point. 

Properties of dilations and erosions may also be used for faster implementation of 

morphological operations with certain types of non-convex structuring elements Figure 

3.9 shows a rectangular non-convex structuring element R. This kind of structuring 

element is used in the implementation of the connectivity preserving fihers described in 

this chapter. A dilation or an erosion with "R" in Figure 3.9 may be expressed in terms of 

dilations or erosions whh structuring elements "P^," "Qi," "P2/' ^^^ "Q2 ^̂  ^̂ ^ down 

the computational time from 24 max operations per point to 18 max operations per point. 

The decomposhion can be expressed as follows: 

R=(PieQl) ^ (P2eQ2) < AeR=((AePi)eQi) ^ ((AeP2)eQ2), (3 20) 

and 
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AeR=((AePi)eQi) r^ (AePi)eQi, (3 21) 

where "A" represents original image. 

3.8 Comparison of the New Operators with Hh and Miss Transform 

The hh and miss transform^-^ is a morphological operation that is frequently used 

in tasks such as object recognition, thinning, and pruning. This operation is defined using 

a pair of structuring elements. For a given pair of structuring elements (D,B), the hit and 

miss operation on image "A" is defined as follows: 

A®(D,B) = (AeD) o(AC e B) = (AeD) n(AeB)C (3 22) 

The above definition of the hit and miss transform shares some common features with the 

definition of the BERD operation in equation 3 3. Both the operations involve an erosion 

whh "D" and a dilation with "B." However, the similarity stops there. The dilation 

operation in BERD is performed on the image that is already eroded whh B On the other 

hand the dilation operation in the hit and miss transform is performed on the original 

image. For binary images, the equation 3 22 may be rewritten as 

A®(D,B) = o (x DxCA, BxCA^). (3 23) 
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The above definition implies that if "B" and "D" are non-disjoint sets, the hit and miss 

transform will produce an empty set. This is not the case whh the BERD operation. If 

"B" is the boundary and "D" is the interior of a simply connected region, the hh and miss 

operation will preserve all the regions of "A" that have the same shape, size, and 

orientation as "D." As explained eariier in this chapter, the behavior of the BERD 

operation under the same conditions is very different 

3.9 BERD and BDRE Operations Using One-Dimensional 

Structuring Elementŝ "^ 

The previous sections discussed the behavior of the new operators for two-

dimensional (2-D) convex structuring elements. The present section discusses issues 

applicable to one-dimensional (1-D) or linear structuring elements The operations in this 

section are defined for a pair of structuring elements (D,B) where "D" is a line segment 

and "B" consists of the end points of "D " Figure 3 10 illustrates an example of the 1-D 

structuring element pair (D,B) in two-dimensional space. 

Figure 3.11 illustrates the effect of BDRE or BERD on a 1-D signal. A typical 

morphological fihering operation consists of a cascade of closing and opening operations 

in order to remove dark and bright noise spots. For 1-D structuring elements, ehher 

BERD or BDRE operations can do approximately the same job as a close-open or an 

open-close operation with lower computational times. Let T[X] denote the computational 
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time of the operation X. Then we have following relations for the 1-D structuring element 

pair (D,B): 

If T[AeD}=T[AeD]=t, (3 24) 

then T[AoD]=T[A«D]=2t, (3.25) 

T[(AoD).D]=T[(A.D)oD]=4t, and (3 26) 

t<T[AB(D,B)]=T[Affl(D,B)]<2t. (3 27) 

Thus replacement of close-open or open-close operations whh BERD or BDRE 

operations reduces the computational time by a factor of two to four. The computational 

time advantage increases with the length of the structuring element "D." 

Like a usual opening, a BERD operation with 1-D structuring element pair (D,B) 

removes the bright regions which cannot accommodate "D." This BERD operation also 

removes the dark regions that can fit in the interior of "B" while "B" falls on a bright 

region. Thus the BERD operation generally removes bright regions thinner than the 

length of "D" and dark regions thinner than the length of the interior of "B." The region 

thickness is measured in the direction of the 1-D structuring element. When a noisy image 

has high spatial density of dark and bright spots, the close-open and open-close operations 
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in general do not give the same results. An equivalent situation is faced by BERD and 

BDRE operators when the thin dark and bright regions are close to each other In such 

situations the BERD operation behaves more like a close-open operation than an open-

close operation as long as the thickness of the bright regions is not smaller than the 

thickness of each end of "B." The above discussion leads to a conclusion that a close-

open operation with a 1-D structuring element may be substituted by a faster operation of 

BERD Equivalently an open-close operation whh a 1-D structuring element can be 

substituted by a faster BDRE operation. Thus we have 

(A.D)oD =. AB(D,B), (3 28) 

and (AoD)«D - Affl(D,B). (3 29) 

When the 1-D structuring elements in use are long (>5 pixels), opening and closing 

operations can also be approximately implemented using BDRE and BERD operations for 

faster performance. The relevant operations are 

A.D - max(A, A B ( D , B ) ) , (3 30) 

and AoD - min(A, Affl(D,B)) (3 31) 
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The above two equations may be used to approximate the median closing and median 

opening operations in terms of the BERD and BDRE operations 

3 10 Application of Bounded Close-Opening for Speckle 
Reduction in SAR Images ̂ 3 

In a generalized ASF of equation 2.31 the operations of algebraic closing were 

performed prior to the operations of algebraic openings at each scale Since the 

operations of closing and opening do not commute, in general a different resuh is expected 

when the order of closing and opening operations is swhched in an ASF This point is 

usually (if not always) ignored in the morphology literature, since in many practical noise 

reduction problems the order of these operations is irrelevant. In the present work I found 

that close-opening always works better than open-closing for the problem of speckle 

reduction from radar images. Open-closing tends to darken a significant portion of the 

images. The discussion in the next paragraph attempts to justify the use of close-opening 

over open closing for the problem of speckle reduction. 

Figure 3.12 compares performances of close-open and open-close operations for 

various one-dimensional signals. For signal S\ whh low spatial denshy of noise, the 

morphological close-open and open-close fihers give identical resuhs For signal S2 with 

high spatial density of noise, and high signal to noise ratio, the signals resuhing from 

close-open and open-close operations have approximately the same shape However, for 

lower bounded signal S3 with high spatial density of noise and low signal to noise ratio, 

only the close-open operation preserves the signal shape, whereas the open-close 
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operation destroys the signal information. The open-close operation will perform better 

than the close-open operation for images that are saturated at a high intensity limit 

However, saturation at a high intensity limit could be avoided to a great degree by 

adjusting the gain parameters of the imaging system On the contrary, the saturation at 

zero intensity caused by destructive interference in radar imagery could not be eliminated 

by manipulation of imaging system. Thus images degraded with speckle noise more or 

less obey the last situation of Figure 3.12. 

Figure 3.13(a) shows a typical SAR image under present study Figure 3.13(b) 

shows the resuh of spatial averaging. For significant noise reduction, a mask of size 10 X 

10 was used. The image is blurred noticeably. Figure 3.13(c) shows the resuhs of median 

close-opening using four linear structuring elements of length thirteen pixels each After 

the median operation, the images were close-opened with a 2 X 2 rectangle to remove thin 

straight line elements in the image generated in median close-opening Figure 3 13(d) 

shows the effect of bounded close-opening processed with a sequence of square 

structuring elements of sizes 5,7,9,11,13,15,17, and 19 Image 3.13(d) has more fine 

boundary details and fractal features than image 3.13(c) obtained using median operators 

The image in 3.13(d) was preprocessed whh a close opening operation using a 2 X 2 

rectangular structuring element. 
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B Membership 
values: 0 1 

Figure 3 1 Loss of Connectivity in Morphological Closing Operation (a) Noisy data set 
S, (b) Morphological closing: (S*B). 

Figure 3 2 Set D = JD] 1=1,4} of Structuring Elements Useflil for Median Closing and 
Median Opening Operation 
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Figure 3 3 Destruction of Shell Type Regions by Median Closing and Opening (a) Noisy 
shell type data set S (b) Set of linear structuring elements D ={ D}, D2, 03,04 } 
(c)(S+D)<-D 
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Figure 3 4 BERD and Bounded Closing (a) Original image (b) Structuring element D 
and its boundary B (c)Erosion (AeB) (d) BERD (AeB)eD 
(e) Bounded closing A0(D,B) (f) Opening AoD 
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Figure 3 5 Lack of Idempotence of Bounded Closing 
(a) Image ^̂ A" with noise spots N1-N5 and a thin region connected over larger space 
(b) Structuring elements (D,B) (c) Possible poshions of'^B'' around N], N2, and N5 
(d) Aj =S0(D,B) (e) Possible positions of B around N3 and N4 (f) A2=AiO(D,B) 
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Figure 3 6 The Need for Sequential Filtering (a) Noise spots to be removed (b) 
Structuring element pairs (Dj^Bi) and (D2,B2) (c) A possible position such that Bl can 
fall around noise spot P, without hitting on any noise spot 
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Figure 3 7 Decomposition of a Rectangular Structuring Element (a) Rectangular 
structuring element ''R" whh its axes parallel to the X-Y axes (b) Vertical structuring 
element ? " (c) Horizontal structuring element ''Q " 
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Figure 3 8 Decomposhion of a Square Structuring Element into Linear Structuring 
Elements. 
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Figure 3 9 Decomposition of a Non-Convex Structuring Element 
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Figure 3 10: Example of linear (D,B) '̂X̂ ^ denotes origin of coordinate system 
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Figure 3 11 Application of New Filters to 1-D Signals (a)Given 1-D signal ' \A\ (b) 
Structuring element pair (D,B), (c) A-D, (d) AoD, (e) (A«D)oD, (f) (AoD)*D, (g) Aa 
(D,B)=(AeB)eD, (h) Affl(D,B) = (A©B)eD 
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Figure 3 12: Comparison of Close-Open and Open-Close Operations 
(a)Signal ' ' S f with a low spatial density of noise, structuring element "B/^ (b) Sj-BoB, 
(c) SjoB'B, (d)Signal ^^82" with high spatial density of noise, but high signal to noise 
ratio, (e) S9*BoB, (f) S2°B«B,(g)Signal "S3'' with low signal to noise ratio and high 
spatial density of noise, (e) S3»BoB, (t) S3oB»B, 
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Figure 3 13 Comparison of Filtering Techniques for SAR Images 
(a) Top-Left: Original SAR image (b) Bottom-Left: Result of spatial averaging 
(c) Top-Right Result of Morphological filtering with median operators 
(d) Bottom-Right: Result of morphological filtering with multiscale bounded close-
opening. 
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CHAPTER IV 

MORPHOLOGY-BASED MULTIRESOLUTION IMAGE 
REPRESENTATION 

The importance of pyramid representation of images for image compression, 

progressive image transmission, and muhiscale image analysis has been well established 

The Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) based pyramid representation technique has been 

popularly used for this purpose. 16 Several techniques based on morphological filters have 

been proposed in last few years to obtain muhiresolution pyramid representations. 17-20 

The lossy compression schemes based on morphological pyramid representations 

effectively simplify the images in accordance with morphological filtering as against linear 

filtering implicitly used in the LOG representation. A different class of pyramid 

representation techniques based on wavelet decomposhion also simplify images whh linear 

filtering23 Morphological pyramid representation techniques inherit the advantages of 

morphological fihering 

The present work introduces a new muhiresolution image representation approach 

that may be used for high performance lossy image compression techniques. Image 

simplification resuhing from the approach developed in the present work can be 

represented as connectivity preserving morphological fihering. 

The present approach is based on muhiresolution pyramid decomposition of 

images. Section 4 1 briefly covers the basics of the pyramid decomposhion schemes 

Section 4.2 ftirther discusses certain properties of a specific morphology based 
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muhiresolution decomposition technique proposed by Heijmans and Toet This technique 

is the foundation of the decomposhion approach developed in the present work Section 

4.3 describes the decomposition technique developed in the present research Section 4 4 

outlines an algorithm that may be used in certain shuations with the present 

muhiresolution decomposhion technique to achieve higher compression ratios Section 

4.5 compares the compression results obtained with the present technique with those 

obtained whh other similar techniques for a set of standard images Section 4 6 presents 

the conclusions of the work described in this chapter. 

4.1 Basics of Muhiresolution Pvramid Decomposition 

A pyramid decomposition of an image represents the image as a sequence of 

incremental details present at increasing levels of resolution. This paradigm allows image 

access at various levels of resolution. We will use Figure 4 1 to illustrate the general 

approach of pyramid decomposition. In this figure, image I^ of size N X N is used to 

obtain a lower resolution image 1̂ +1 of size (N/2) X (N/2) using process P \ Image Ir^ 

of size N X N is reconstructed from image I^+i using process P2 Error image le^ of size 

N X N is obtained by subtracting the reconstructed image Ir^ from image Ip. Thus the 

image In may be perfectly reconstructed from the next lower resolution image In- l̂ and 

the error image le^ of size N X N. The image lj^+\ may be further decomposed into 

image In+2 o^ size (N/4) X (N/4) and error image le^+i of size (N/2) X (N/2). With this 

approach an image IQ of size N X N may be decomposed into a sequence of error images 
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leo, lei,...,lek, of sizes N X N, (N/2) X (N/2),...,(N/2k) X (N/2^\ respectively, and image 

Ik+i of size (N/2^+1) X (N/2k+l). If the decomposition is pursued to the end, the last 

image is nothing but a pixel. In this case we have total of log2N error images The 

original image may be reconstructed exactly from these error images and the lowest 

resolution image. The sequence of error images ICQ, Iei,Ie2,... of reducing sizes makes 

the error pyramid. The sequence of images Irg, Iri,Ir2,... of reducing resolutions make 

the muhiresolution image pyramid 

The error images may be encoded using a variable length coding technique such as 

Huffman coding. In the remainder of the chapter the term "entropy" is used to represent 

the average bits per pixel (bpp) value resulting from Huffman coding The bpp values for 

pyramid representations are lower than the bpp values for the raw representation. 

The error images are often coarsely quantized using scalar or vector quantization 

approaches to obtain high compression ratios. Since the first error image is usually 

dominated by high frequency noise, very few levels are used to quantize this error image 

The quantization levels are subsequently increased for higher error images. The present 

work does not deal whh the quantization aspect. Hence, the bpp values mentioned in this 

work represent entropy values for various image representation schemes These values 

should not be compared with the bpp values obtained with a muhiresolution compression 

algorithm that uses quantization. The present research has developed an image 

decomposition technique, but h does not provide an overall lossy compression algorithm 

that uses quantization. 
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4.2 Hehmans and Toet Pvramid Decomposition 

The simplest and fastest morphology based pyramid decomposition technique was 

proposed by Heijmans and Toet.20 Kong and Goutsias2i have shown that the images 

simplified whh the Heijmans and Toet (HT) algorithm have better visual quality but lower 

entropy than those simplified with ehher the LOG decomposition technique 16 or the 

morphological decomposhion techniques proposed by Toet, 17 by Sun and Maragos,l8 and 

by Haralick, Zhuang, Lin, and Lee 19 As pointed out by Kong and Goutsias, unlike rest 

of the pyramid decomposhion schemes, the error images obtained whh the HT 

decomposhion algorithm do not contain negative intensities 

We will briefly discuss the HT algorithm here. A member In of size N X N of an 

HT pyramid is used to obtain the member In-hl of size (N/2) X (N/2) by taking minima 

over non-overlapping cells of size 2 X 2 of the image In and assigning them to pixels of 

the reduced size image In+1 Mathematically, let us represent the two images as 

y i , j ) (i=0,N-l,j=0,N-l)andVi(ij) (i=0,(N/2)-l;j=0,(N/2)-l) 

Then, 

In+i(k , 1) = min{I„(2k,21), In(2k+l,21), In(2k,21+1), y2k+l,21+l) } (4 1) 

An image of size N X N is reconstructed from the image In+i(ij) by replacing each pixel 

in In+i by a 2X2 cell of pixels of the same gray level. Let the reconstructed image be 

Irn(ij) (i=0,N-l,j=0,N-l). Then 
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Irn(2k,21)=Irn(2k+l,21)= Irn(2k,21+l)=Irn(2k+1,21+1) = In+i(k,l). (4.2) 

The error image Ien(i,j) (i=0,N-1, j=0,N-1) is obtained as 

M i j ) = InOJ) - frn(ij) (4.3) 

The above equations imply how an error image Icn and the next image member I^+i can 

be calculated from an image member I^. With this (HT) algorithm the original image IQ of 

size N X N may be decomposed into a sequence of error images Irg, Iri,...,Iri^, of sizes 

N X N, (N/2) X (N/2),...,(N/2k) X (N/2k) respectively and the last image member I^+i of 

size (N/2'^^1) X (N/2*^"'"l). If the last image in the decomposition sequence is nothing but 

a pixel, then we have total of log2N error images. The original image may be 

reconstructed exactly from these error images and the last reduced image The error 

images may be encoded using entropy coding techniques such as those based on Huffinan 

codes. Equation (4.2) indicates how to obtain Ir^ from ln+\. Equation (4.3) may be 

rearranged to express I^ in terms of Ir^ and le^ Thus equations (4 2) and (4 3) also 

represent the reconstruction equation. 

In the next sub-section we will discuss certain unique properties of error images 

(Iri^(i,j): k=0, l,...,log2N) obtained by the HT decomposhion briefly described above. 
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4 2.1 Properties of Error Images Obtained by HT Decomposition 

In this section we will mention properties of error images len of size N X N 

obtained in HT decomposition of image IQ. 

Property 1: len has non-negative pixel intensity values. 

This property directly evident from equations (4.1) through (4 3) 

Property 2: A general ceU { (2k,21), (2k+l,21), (2k,21+l), (2k+l,21+l) } (k,l 

=0,1,2...,(N/2)-1) of four pixels of ICR contains at least one pixel of zero gray level. From 

now on we will denote the above cell as C^}. This property is also obvious from equations 

(4.1) through (4.3). 

Property 3: (In - In ° B ) c: ICn c= (In - In © ̂ 2 ) (4 4) 

where " e " and "o" represent morphological erosion and morphological opening 

respectively. "B" is a 2 X 2 square structuring element given by 

B={(0,0),(1,0),(0,1),(1,1)}. (4 5) 

Proof: 

First we will prove the relation given by (In - In ° B ) c ICn in (4 4). In order to do so, 

let us construct a new image Irsn of size N X N related to Irn as follows: 
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Irsn(2k , 21) = Irn(2k,21) and 

Irsn(2k+l,21)= IrSn(2k,21+l)=IrSn(2k+l,21+l)=0, (4 6) 

where k,l=0,l,..(N/2)-l 

Irn niay be expressed in terms of Irs^ as follows: 

Irn = IrSneB. (4 7) 

Now from equations (4.1) and (4 2), Irs^ may be expressed as a sampled erosion of I^ as 

follows: 

IrSn=min{IneB, Isn}, (4 8) 

where Isn(i,j) (we will call it a sampling mask) is an N X N image given by 

Isn(2k , 21) = Imax and 

Isn(2k+1,21)= Isn(2k,21+1 )=lsn(2k+1,21+1 )=0, (4.9) 

where k,l=0,l,..(N/2)-l. Imax is the maximum possible gray level (eg. 255 for an 8 bh 

image) 
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Combining equations (4 7) and (4 8) we get: 

Irn =min {InGB, Isn) e B (4 10) 

However, 

min{IneB, ISn) e B c (In e B) e B (4.11) 

Combining equations (4.10) and (4.11) and noting that the right part of the relation (411) 

is nothing but morphological opening of "In" whh "B," we get 

I rnelnoB (4 12) 

Combining equation (4.3) and relation (4.12) we get: 

( I n - I n ° B ) e ICn (4 13) 

Thus we proved the first part of property 3. Now let us prove the second part of property 

3. For simplicity let us introduce following position vectors: 

To = (0,0); r, = (1,0); n = (-1,0); rt = (0,-1); rb = (0,1); r̂ b = (1,1); r t̂ = (1,-1), 
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Hb = (-1,1), nt = (-1.-1) (4 14) 

Here the suffixes l,r,t, and b represent left, right, top, and bottom directions, respectively 

Whh the above notations the structuring element "B" may be represented as: 

B={ro, rr, rb, rrb } (4.15) 

With the above notations, Irn in equation (2) may be rewritten as: 

Irn(r)=min{In(r - ro ), In(r - r̂  ), In(r - rb ), In(r - r̂ b ) } for r = (2k,21), (4 16:a) 

Irn(r)=min{In(r - ro ), In(r - n ), In(r - rb ), In(r - qb ) I for r = (2k+l,21), (b) 

Irn(r)=min{In(r - r© ), In(r - r̂  ), In(r - q ), In(r - rrt) } for r = (2k,21+l), (c) 

Irn(r)=min{In(r - ro ), Wr - q ), In(r - q ), In(r - qt) } for r = (2k+1,21+1), (d) 

where r is a general poshion vector and k,l=0,l,..,(N/2)-l 

From equation (4.16) we can write: 

min { In(r - qt), In(r - ^t), In(»* - ^rt)' 

W** - n I In(»' - ""o )' In(»* - ""r I 

Wr - ro ), Wi-- i-r ). Wr - H) ) } <= Î n(r) (417) 
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But the left hand side of relation (4 17) may be expressed as In(r ) e B2, where B 2 = B 

© B. Hence equation (4.17) may be rewritten as 

I n e B ^ c I r n - (4 18) 

Combining relation (4.18) with equation (4.3) we get 

len ^ ( I n - I n © B 2 ) (4 19) 

Equation (4.19) proves the right hand part of property 3. 

Property 4: ICn ° B^ = 0 (4 20) 

Proof: 

Let B^ be a 3 X 3 square. Let us assume that Ien°B2 ^Q) Then there exists at least one 

3 X 3 square on ICn such that all pixel values over this rectangle are non-zero However, 

inside any 3 X 3 square we can find a 2 X 2 cell Cî i. According to property 1, this cell 

contains at least one pixel of zero gray level Hence the 3 X 3 square also contains at least 

one pixel of zero gray level However, this contradicts with the assumption that len^B^ -t^ 

0 Therefore, ICn^B^ = 0 
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In order to obtain high compression ratios, the first error image ICQ may be 

discarded.21 In that case the original image IQ is approximated as IrQ. Equations 4 12 and 

4.18 can be combined to establish a relation between an image element In and its estimator 

Irn as follows: 

I n e B 2 e I r n e I n o B (421) 

As implied in equation (4.2), each cell CkJ of Irn has all pixels at the same intensity Hence 

we have the property 

Irn o B = Irn (4 22) 

4.3 The New Decomposhion Technique 

A commonly used approach to achieve significant compression ratios in pyramid 

compression techniques is to discard the first error image, which usually occupies over 

70% of the total size of the compressed image. However, this may cause degradation of 

fine edges, texture information, and thin features The approach in the present work is to 

include only partial information of the first error image so as to retain the fine features 

while significantly reducing the entropy contributed by the noise. An estimator for the 

first error image obtained in HT decomposhion has been developed in the present work. 

Directional filtering and sampling is used to decompose the error image into two 
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componems The error image can be accurately (but not exactly) reconstructed from 

these two componems The two image componems have lower emropy than the onginal 

error image. Specific properties of these image componems may be exploited to achieve 

higher compression For various standard images (Lenna, Baboon, Peppers, and .\irplane) 

we observed that the entropy of the first error image can be reduced by 35 to 40 percent 

to obtain "near lossless' compression whh the help of the proposed decomposhion 

Texture information and edges were retained very accurately. Starting from the low 

resolution image resulting from the omission of the first error image, the present technique 

was observed to reduce the Mean Square Error (MSE) by approximately 90 percent for 

the above mentioned standard images 

Let us decompose len of size N X N into two components: lexn of size (N/2) X N 

and leyn of size N X (N/2) as follows: 

Iexn(k,l)= min{ Ien(2k,l), Ien(2k+l,l) } and (4.23 a) 

Ieyn(k,l)= min{ Ien(k,21), Ien(k,21+1) } (4 23:b) 

lexn and leyn ^^^ assumed to have lower entropies than ICn Hence, these image 

components may be encoded using an entropy coding technique such as Huffman coding 

more efficiently than the original error image ICn The error image len "̂ ^y be 
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approximately reconstructed from lexn and leyn- In order to do so, two intermediate 

images lexTn and leyrn of size N X N each, are constructed as follows: 

Iexrn(2k,l) = Iexrn(2k+l,l) = Iexn(k,l) and (4 24 a) 

' Ieyrn(k,21) = Ieyrn(k,21+l) = Ieyn(k,l). (4 24:b) 

An image lern is constructed from lexrn and leyrn as follows: 

Iern(k,l) = max{Iexrn(k,l), Ieyrn(k,l)}. (4 25) 

lern is used as an estimator for ICn Equation 2 may be rearranged to obtain In from 

Irn and ICn as follows: 

In(k,l) = Irn(k,l) + Ien(k,l). (4.26) 

With the estimator mentioned above. In may be approximated by I'n as follows: 

In(k,l) - rn(k,l) = Irn(k,l) + Iern(k,l). (4 27) 
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Next, we will discuss a couple of important properties of lexn and leyn I" ^^^ 

following discussion we will use the notation Cx'n and Cy'n to denote the cells 

{(2k,l),(2k+l,l)} and {(k,21), (k,21+l)}, respectively 

Property 1: Any general cell Cy'n of lexn has at least one pixel of zero intensity 

The above property follows from the "property T of the previous section and equation 

(4.23 a) above. The equivalent property for image leyn "̂ ^y be mentioned as follows 

Property 2: Any general cell Cx'n of leyn ^^s at least one pixel of zero intensity 

leXn and leyn ^^1' l̂ ave low entropy if the reconstructed image components lexrn and 

leyrn ^o not have a significant amount of common information The following property 

ensures that lexn and leyn ^^ "^^ have redundant information. Please note that according 

to equation (24 a) each pixel (k,l) of lexn reconstructs two pixels of lexrn namely (2k, 1) 

and(2k+l,l). 

Property 3: At least one of the two pixels of non-zero intensity of lexrn reconstructed 

from a pixel of lexn corresponds to a pixel of zero intensity of leyrn 

Proof: Let Iexn(k,l) > 0. Then, Iexrn(2k,l) = Iexrn(2k+l,l) > 0. Now, let us assume that 

Ieyrn(2k,l) > 0 and Ieyrn(2k+l,l) > 0 Then according to equation (24 b), Ieyn(2k, 1') > 0 

and Ieyn(2k+1,1') > 0 where 1' = 1 / 2 if 1 is even and r=(l - 1) / 2 if 1 is odd However 

according to property 2 above, Ieyn(2k,r) and Ieyn(2k+l,r) can not have non-zero values 

simuhaneously Hence, the assumption made at the beginning of the proof is incorrect. 

This proves property 3 above 

The equivalent property for leyn "̂ V̂ ̂ ^ stated as follows: 
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Property 4: At least one of the two pixels of non-zero imensity of leyrn reconstructed 

from a pixel of leyn corresponds to a pixel of zero imensity of lexrn 

The following property expresses the relation between an error image and its estimator in 

terms of convemional morphological filters In the following relations the notations Bx 

and By represem structuring elemems {(0,0), (1,0)} and {(0, 0), (0, 1)} respectively 

Property 5: len e (Bx)2 c lexrn c Icn <> B^ (4 28 a) 

lexrn ° B^ = lexrn (4 28 b) 

ICn e (By)2 c leyrn ^ ICn ° By (4 28:c) 

leyrn o By = lexrn (4 28:d) 

Note that equations (4.23) through (4.25) are one-dimensional (1-D) counterparts 

of equations (4.1) through (4.3). Hence, equation (4.28) is an extension of equations 

(4.21) and (4.22) for the 1-D case. 

The number of pixels contained in ehher lexn or leyn is half as much as the number 

in ICn Hence, these two images together contain the same number of pixels as ICn In 

addition, the two properties above imply that at least half the pixels of either leXn or leyn 

are of zero intensity. Property 2 of the previous section implies that at least one fourth of 

the pixels of ICn are of zero intensity Thus, for the same number of total pixels, lexn and 

leyn together may be expected to have significantly more pixels of zero intensity than len 

In fact, for a situation where the number of zero intensity pixels (NQ) in len 's exactly one 

fourth of the total number of pixels in ICn, the number of zero intensity pixels in lexn and 

leyn together, is twice as much (2No) as the number in ICn Since an error image will 
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usually have a larger number of pixels of zero intensity than those of any other intensity, 

the smallest code will be assigned to zero intensity while encoding the error image using 

an entropy coding technique Hence, the percentage increase of zero intensity pixels 

caused by the decomposition of Icn into lexn and leyn reduces the total number of bytes 

required to store the error image albeh at some loss of information. Equation 4 23 implies 

that the average non-zero gray level of ehher lexn or leyn is lower than that of Icp This 

implies that the pixels of non-zero gray levels may also help to reduce the entropy. A 

decomposhion technique will be efficient from the point of view of compression ratio if 

various components resulting from the decomposition do not have a significant amount of 

overlapping information. Properties 3 and 4 above indicate that removal of just one pixel 

of non-zero intensity from ehher lexn or leyn will always aher the contents of lern. This 

implies that the image pair (lexn, leyn ) does not have redundant information The 

corresponding reconstructed images lexrn and leyrn are expected to have a low amount of 

common information. Hence, the proposed decomposhion may be expected to give 

significant entropy reduction. 

While ensuring significant entropy reduction, we must also ensure that the 

decomposition does not cause significant loss of information. Let Tni(I) denote the 

thresholding transform as follows: 

For J = Tm(I) and m > 0, 

J(k,l) = m when I(k,l) > m 
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J(k,l) = 0 otherwise. (4 29) 

Equation (4.28:a) implies that a segment of Tm(Ien) of intensity "m," in the "x" direction 

will be absent in Tm(Iexrn) if the segment is a pixel long, otherwise the length of the 

segment may get reduced at the most by a pixel. Reduction of segment length by a pixel is 

not obvious from equation (4.28 a). The equation actually suggests a possible reduction 

of length up to two unhs. However, the phenomenon of length reduction by a pixel may 

be inferred directly from the equation pair (4.23 and 4.24). Equivalently a segment of 

Tm(Ien) of intensity m, in the y direction will be absent in Tni(Ieyrn) if the segment is 

pixel long, otherwise the length of the segment may get reduced at the most by a pixel In 

addhion according to equations (4.28:b) and (4.28:d), ehher Tni(Iexrn) or Tm(Ieyrn) does 

not have a pixel long segment of gray level "m." In other words, segments of length two 

pixels in the "x" and "y" directions are either completely preserved or completely 

eliminated in images lexrn and leyrn, respectively If the effect of sampling is ignored, 

equation (4.10) may be approximated as: 

Irn ^ In ° B (4.30) 
n - n̂ 

Along the same lines, if the effect of sampling is ignored, the estimated error image lern 

may be approximately related to ICn as follows: 
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lern =̂  (len o Bx) ^ (len o By) (4 31) 

Equation (4.31) represents a basic connectivity preserving filter. Hence, we may infer that 

the error estimation process may be approximated as a connectivity preserving filtering 

which preserves regions connected in the ' x" or 'y' directions for at least two pixels 

Connectivity is not secured in the directions of vectors ro = (1,1) and r, = (1,-1) 

However, significant amount of regions in the directions ro and rj may also be connected 

by segments in the "x" and "y" directions of at least two units The overall estimator I'o 

(refer to equation 4 26) obtained with the inclusion of the error estimator lero may be 

expected to roughly follow the following properties: 

(i) I'o will preserve thin regions which are connected whh segments of a minimum of two 

unhs in the "x" and "y" directions. 

(ii) I'o will accurately preserve edges whh slopes closer to the ' x" or '*y" directions 

However, edges with slopes closer to the ro and r̂  directions may become blocky Figure 

4.2 illustrates this situation for a binary image. Figure 4 2(a) shows an edge with slope 

closer to the "x" direction. The corresponding error image (Figure 4 2(c)) contains 

regions connected in the "x" direction over a minimum of two pixels The edge in the 

direction of ro shown in Figure 4 2(d) on the other hand, causes an error image (Figure 

4.2(e)) which does not have regions connected over a length of two pixels in any 

direction 
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For an image whh edges in various directions, where the probability of the extreme 

situation in Figure 4.2(d) is low, and the present technique may be expected to reduce the 

blockiness of the edges significantly as compared to Iro (refer to equation (4 2)) 

(iii)Iro c I'o c lo. (4.32) 

The image components lexn and leyn of sizes (N/2) X N and N X (N/2) may be ftirther 

estimated from images lex'n and ley'n of sizes (N/4) X N and N X (N/4), respectively 

These images are obtained as follows: 

Iex'n(k,l)= min{ Iexn(2k,l), Iexn(2k+l,l) ) and (4.33:a) 

Iey'n(k,l)= min{ Ieyn(k,21), Ieyn(k,21+1) } (4 33:b) 

The estimates lex'rn and ley'rn of lexn and leyn "̂ V̂ ^^ obtained as follows: 

Iex'rn(2k,l) = Iex'rn(2k+l,l) = Iex'n(k,l) and (4 34 a) 

Iey'rn(k,21) = Iey'rn(k,21+1) = Iey'n(k,l). (4 34:b) 

The estimates Iex"rn and lex'rn of lexrn and leyrn may be obtained as follows: 

lex Yn(2k'') = Iex"rn(2k+l,l) = Iex'rn(k,l) and (4 35 a) 
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Iey"rn(k,21) = Iey"rn(k,21+1) = Iey'rn(k,l). (4 35 b) 

The estimate ler'n of lern (or the error image ICn) may be obtained as 

Ier'n(k,l) = max{Iex"rn(k,l), Iey"rn(k,l)} (4.36) 

The estimate I"n for In may be obtained as 

In(k,l) ^ r'n(k,l) = Irn(k,l) + Ier'n(k,l). (4 37) 

Instead of I'o, F'o may be used as an estimator for the original image lo This choice of 

estimator will give better compression but inferior image quality as compared to that 

obtained with I'o- The present error estimation may be approximately considered as a 

connectivity preserving filtering of the error image ICn where regions connected in the 'x' 

or "y" direction over a minimum of four pixels are preserved. All the image estimators 

discussed in this paper may be related as follows: 

Iro e To c I'o e lo. (4 38) 

4.4 Algorithm Based on Run Length Coding of 
Zero Intensity Pixels 

Property 1 of section 4.3 indicates that lexn does not have segments of non-zero 

intensity in the "y" direction that are longer than two pixels Hence, lexn may be believed 
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to have a considerable number of long segments of non-zero and zero-intensity along the 

"x" direction. Hence, run length coding of zero intensity pixels may provide better 

compression than pixel based entropy coding. In order to do so the image should be 

scanned along the "x" direction Property 1 in the previous section also implies that 

between two consecutive rows: 2k and 2k+l, only one pixel has non-zero intensity for any 

given column. This is illustrated in an example in Figure 4 3 This property indicates that 

two rows can be encoded simultaneously. In one coding algorithm developed in the 

present work, the following special symbols were used: "Swhch," "Z2," 'Z3," "Z4," and 

"RLen." The symbol "Swhch" indicates swhching of row from 2k to 2k+l or vice versa 

The symbol "Zi^" (k=2,3,4) indicates a run length of zero intensity pixels of size 'k " The 

symbol "RLen" precedes zero intensity run lengths longer than four pixels Thus, a run 

length value of five or above is expected after an occurrence of "RLen." Figure 4.3 also 

shows the string consisting of gray levels and special symbols, representing the two rows 

in that figure. A different string is started for each pair of rows. The gray levels and 

special symbols in the strings are encoded using the Huffman coding technique. The run 

lengths of five and above are also coded separately using the Huffman coding technique 

The error component leyn ^^^ ^̂ ^̂  ^^ encoded in a similar fashion The only difference is 

that leyn is scanned vertically, thus encoding two columns (2k and 2k+1) simultaneously 

In other words, the algorithm used for lexn is applied to the matrix transpose of leyn 

Obviously, a matrix transpose is also expected in the decoding process. The run length 
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compression algorithms developed for lexn and leyn can also be used to encode lex'n and 

ley'n 

4.5 Resuhs and Discussion 

The techniques developed in the present work were applied to the following commonly 

used images: Airplane (Figure 4.4), Peppers (Figure 4 5), Baboon (Figure 4.6), and Lenna 

(Figure 4.7) The resuhs reported in this paper are obtained for images of size 512 X 512 

In Figure 4.6, only portions of the original "Baboon" image are shown This was done so 

as to magnify the details of Baboon's facial texture, hair, etc. However, the numerical 

results reported here are obtained for the entire original image. This image may be found 

in the Iherature^l and at many ftp (file transfer protocol) shes of standard images on the 

internet. In the following discussion, the term "HT compression" is often used to indicate 

the compression technique based on elimination of the first error image in HT 

decomposition The underlying estimator in this situation is Iro- The terms scheme 1" 

and "scheme 2" are used to indicate compression techniques based on the estimators I'o 

and I"o, introduced in section 4.3. The term "entropy" means the average number of bits 

required to encode a pixel gray level using Huffman coding. The term MSE refers to the 

mean square difference between the original image and the estimated image The term MS 

is used to represent the mean square of the gray levels of the error image components 

The term "Huffman" is used to indicate that the error image components (lexo, leyo for 

scheme 1 and lex'o, and ley'o for scheme 2) are encoded using Huffman coding of pixel 
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gray levels The term "Hufif.-RL" indicates that the first error image is encoded using the 

scheme outlined in section 4 4. The subsequent error images in this situation are encoded 

whh the usual Huffman coding technique. 

Table 4.1 reports entropies for various compression schemes Table 4 2 reports 

MSE resuhs for these schemes. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show MS values of various error 

image components. In this table, "P" and "Q" represent the MS values of the intersection 

and the union of the two images reconstructed from the error components The ratio "R" 

is used as a measure of the amount of common information between the two error 

components Note that the low values of R in scheme 1 and scheme 2 confirm our 

prediction that the images obtained in the decomposhion introduced in the present paper 

indeed have a low amount of common information. 

The information in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 is based on the information in tables one 

through four Starting from the image fro obtained by elimination of the first error image. 

Table 4.5 shows values of percentage reduction in MSE resuhing from various 

compression schemes This value is 100% for the lossless compression and 0% for HT 

compression. Table 4.6 reports entropy corresponding to a scheme in excess of the 

entropy corresponding to HT compression This entropy is reported as a percentage of 

the difference between the entropies obtained with lossless compression and HT 

compression This value is 100% for the lossless compression and 0% for the HT 

compression. The table reveals that ehher scheme 1 or scheme 2 gives a higher 
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percentage of MSE reduction for proportionately lower increase in entropies. Hence, we 

conclude that these schemes are efficient. 

Table 4.7 reports the percentage reduction in the entropy resulting from the overall 

compression, when the first error image is compressed using the coding approach 

described in section 4. Table 4 8 represents entropy values obtained in various 

compression techniques as percentages of the entropy values obtained in lossless 

compression The resuhs reported in this table for schemes 1 and 2 are obtained using the 

Hufif.-RL technique. Scheme 1 was observed to maintain the fine details ( eg , Baboon's 

hair) of the original images very accurately Scheme 2 offered better visual quality than 

HT compression. 

4.6 Conclusion 

In a typical image compression approach based on a pyramid decomposition, the 

first error image is discarded to achieve good compression ratios. However, omission of 

the entire error image degrades fine details such as thin regions and fine edges We 

proposed two schemes to partially include information in the first error image obtained in 

"Heijmans-Toet pyramidal decomposhion " The first scheme results in very high quality 

images. In fact starting from an image whh no information about the first error image, 

scheme 1 reduces the mean square error (MSE) by approximately 90% The addhional 

number of bits per pixel (entropy ) is only 65% or so of the addhional bhs required for 

lossless compression, which reduces the MSE by 100%. Hence, the scheme is very 
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efficient. This scheme may be used in many situations which need near lossless 

compression. If omission of the first error image is acceptable, the scheme can be applied 

to the second error image to obtain significant compression gains for hardly any loss of 

information Scheme 2 introduced in this work may be used when the image obtained with 

complete omission of the first error image is almost acceptable. Starting from an image 

whh no information about the first error image, scheme 1 reduces the mean square error 

(MSE) by approximately 60%. The additional number of bhs per pixel (entropy ) is only 

25% or so of the addhional bhs required for lossless compression. 

Lossy compression algorithms based on these decomposition techniques often use 

a scalar or vector quantization step to achieve high compression ratios The present work 

focuses only on the decomposhion issues. Hence, the bhs per pixel values mentioned in 

this thesis should not be compared with another algorithm that uses quantization For a 

fair comparison of two muhiresolution decomposition schemes, the same quantization 

approach should be used in their implementations. 
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Table 4.1. Emropy Resuhs for the Standard Images: 

Image 

Airplane 

Pepper 

Baboon 

Lenna 

iQ '0 r 0 r, 0 I" 0 I" 0 

Huffman Huff'-RL Huffman Huff-RL 

4.9645 1.3764 3 8518 3.6994 2.2681 2 2282 

5.2032 1.375 4.0000 3.8065 2.2637 2 2315 

6.6615 1.6427 5.1460 4 8837 2 7585 2.7436 

5.2222 1.3810 4 0446 3.8455 2.2973 2.2597 

Table 4.2: Mean Square Error (MSE) Resuhs for the Standard Images: 

Image 

Airplane 

Pepper 

Baboon 

Lenna 

I() Iro r 0 I" 0 

0 149.4 8.5311 41.654 

0 119 769 10.1626 41.5122 

0 570.797 60.9777 307.446 

0 116.16 11 1426 52.1935 

Table 4.3 Mean Square (MS) Analysis of Error Images for Scheme 1 

Airplane 

Peppers 

Baboon 

Lenna 

lexro 

65.3127 

45.2732 

293.672 

33.0128 

leyro 

61.3634 

51.9254 

147.296 

56.7398 

lero (Q) 

118.676 

89.9992 

395.373 

80.571 

lexro r^ 

8.0000 

7 1994 

45.5949 

9.18156 

leyro (P) R=100P/Q% 

6.74 

8.00 

11.53 

11 40 
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Table 4 4: Mean Square (MS) Analysis of Error Images for Scheme 2. 

Airplane 

Peppers 

Baboon 

Lenna 

Iex"ro ley'ro ler'o (Q) Iex"ro n Iey"ro (P) R= 1 OOP/Q% 

40.671 34.6453 74.199 1.1173 

23.8032 29.3492 52.4324 0.719944 

107.999 32.5634 136.849 3 7135 

10.7577 24.513 34.2806 0.9900 

1.51 

1.37 

2.71 

2.89 

Table 4.5 Reduction in MSE in Terms of % of MSE of Image Simplified whh HT (Iro) 

Airplane 

Peppers 

Baboon 

Lenna 

Scheme 1 

94.29 

91.51 

89.31 

90.40 

Scheme 2 

72.12 

65.33 

46.14 

55.06 
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Table 4 6: Addhional Emropy Required in Terms of % of Emropy Difference Between 
Ongmal Image lo and Iro 

Scheme 1: Huffman Scheme 1 Scheme 2: Scheme 2 

Hufif-RL Huffman Hufif-RL 

Airplane 

Peppers 

Baboon 

Lenna 

68.99 

68.56 

69.79 

69 34 

64.74 

63.51 

64.58 

64.16 

24.85 

23.21 

22.23 

23 85 

23 74 

22.37 

21 93 

22,87 

Table 4 7 Percentage reduction in entropy with the use of Huff-RL. 

Scheme 1 

Scheme 

Airplane Peppers Baboon Lenna 

396 

1.76 

4.84 

1.42 

5 10 

0.54 

4.92 

1.64 

Table 4.8; Entropy Values in Terms of Percentage of the Entropy Values Obtained with 
Lossless Compression 

HT 

Scheme 1 

Scheme 2 

Airplane 

27 72 

74.52 

44.88 

Peppers 

26.43 

73.16 

42.89 

Baboon 

24.66 

73.31 

41.19 

Lenna 

26 44 

73.64 

43.27 
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Figure 4 1 Pyramid Decomposhion of Images 
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Figure 4 2: Orientation Dependence of Error Images (a) Image I, (b) IrQ, (c) Error image 
lerQ, (d) Another image L, (e)Lro, (f) Error image LerQ 

Row 2k: 1 20 1000 70000000000469 2 . 

Row 2k+l .0 00000302 5 90000000000 0 . 

Figure 4 3 Two Consecutive Rows of lex^ (The above two rows may be represented by 
the string , 1, 2, 0, 1, Z2, Switch, 3, Switch, 7, Swhch, 2, 5, 9, RLen, 7, Swhch, 4, 6, 9, 

2 , . . ) 
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Figure 4 4 Images Obtained by Applying Various Compression Techniques on the \\irplane'' 

Image: 
Top-Left Lossless compression resuh (lo) Top-Right HT decomposhion result (Ir,,) 

Bottom-Left Scheme 1 resuh (I'o) Bottom-Right Scheme 2 (I"o) 
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Figure 4 5 Images Obtained by Applying Various Compression Techniques on the ''Peppers" 
Image 
Top-Left Lossless compression result (IQ) Top-Right HT decomposition result (Ir,,) 

Bottom-Left Scheme 1 result (I'Q) Bottom-Right Scheme 2 (F'o) 
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Figure 4 6 Images Obtained by Applying Various Compression Techniques on the "Baboon'̂  
Image: 
Top-Left Lossless compression result (lo) Top-Right HT decomposition result (fro) 

Bottom-Left Scheme 1 resuh (I'o) Bottom-Right Scheme 2 (I"o) 
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Figure 4 7 Images Obtained by Applying Various Compression Techniques on the "Lenna'' 
Image: 
Top-Left Lossless compression result (lo). Top-Right HT decomposition result (fro) 

Bottom-Left: Scheme 1 result (I'o) Bottom-Right Scheme 2 (F'o) 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The present work has contributed to the theory of connectivity preserving 

morphological fihers. The directional morphological filters based on "min of closings" or 

"max of openings" approach have been used in past as connectivity preserving filters 

However, these fihers do not preserve connectivhy completely The directional filters do 

a good job of retaining fine details of the boundaries of two-dimensional (topological 

sense) regions. However, they severely damage thin regions with topological dimensions 

close to unity The present work has developed new morphological operators of 

Boundary Erosion Region Dilation, Boundary Dilation Region Erosion, Bounded 

Opening, and Bounded Closing. The dissertation has thoroughly analyzed these operators 

using the framework of mathematical morphology. The operations of Bounded Opening 

and Bounded Closing preserve connectivity completely while removing noise as efficiently 

as the directional morphological fihers. The separability of the operations of dilation and 

erosion for rectangular structuring elements can be exploited to achieve fast 

implementation of the new operations. When applied to the problem of speckle noise 

reduction from synthetic aperture radar images, the alternating sequential filters developed 

from Bounded Closing and Bounded Opening operations did much better job of 

preserving the fine texture details than either directional filters or conventional linear 

filters. 

The new operators developed in the present work may find applications in a 

variety of image enhancement and pattern classification problems. Some areas worth 

investigating are: 

1. Speckle noise reduction from images obtained by various techniques such as 

uhrasound imagery, laser confocal microscopy, etc. 

2. Enhancement of digitized documents 

3 Separating edges form high frequency noise in an image obtained as a result of 

performing high pass filtering or an equivalent operation on the original image 
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4. Noise reduction from images obtained under critical condhions such as 

low illumination which necesshates longer exposures resulting in higher thermal 

noise in charged coupled devices 

The present work has also developed a representation scheme to approximate the 

comems of the first (or highest resolution) differential (or error) image obtained in a 

morphology based pyramid decomposition technique proposed by Hiejmans and Toet 

For variety of standard images, the present representation decreased the entropies of the 

first error images by 35% to 40% for approximately 10% mean square error between the 

original and reconstructed differential images. The reconstructed differential images were 

shown to preserve most of the connectivity information of the original differential image 

Hence, the present representation approach may be used to obtain high quality near 

lossless compression. 

The present approach of entropy reduction of erroi images based on connectivity 

criteria may be extended to any lossy compression scheme. The error image for a general 

lossy compression scheme is the difference between the original and the reconstructed 

image. The error images almost always contain detailed information of edges as well as 

high frequency noise. Representation schemes that are equivalent to connectivity 

preserving filtering can preserve the edge information while eliminating the noise. Thus, a 

near lossless compression scheme can be derived from virtually any lossy compression 

scheme by extending the current representation approach 
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